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Abstract 

Existing evidence indicates that Free/Libre Open-Source Software (FLOSS) ecosystems offer extensive learning 
opportunities. Community members actively participate in various activities, both during their interactions with peers 
and while utilizing these environments. Given that FLOSS repositories contain valuable data on participant 
interactions and activities, our study focuses on analyzing knowledge exchange and interactions within emails to track 
learning activities across different phases of the learning process, with a focus on the first phase (Initiation). In this 
paper, we leverage Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques within a process 
mining framework. Specifically, we employ NLP techniques to analyze the contents of emails and messages 
exchanged in these FLOSS repositories to generate event logs for the purpose of modeling learning patterns. 
Subsequently, we construct corresponding event logs, which serve as input to Disco, the process mining tool, for 
learning process discovery in these environments. The output comprises visual workflow nets that we interpret as 
representations of learning activity traces within FLOSS, capturing their sequential occurrences. To enhance the 
understanding of these models, we incorporate additional statistical details for contextualization and description. This 
approach enables a nuanced exploration of learning dynamics within FLOSS environments, emphasizing the role of 
NLP and ML in uncovering valuable insights on how FLOSS participants acquire and exchange knowledge. 

Keywords 
FLOSS learning processes, Learning Analytics, Mining software repositories, Process Mining, Semantic Search, 
Machine Learning, Natural Learning Processing, NLP 

1. Introduction
Over the past decades, numerous studies conducted have shown evidence that there are substantial learning 
opportunities in Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) environments (Sowe and Stamelos 2008; Cerone et al. 
Fernandes et al. 2014; Mukala et al. 2014; Jaccheri and Osterlie 2007). Some of these environments or platforms that 
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can be analyzed for learning events include internet relay chats, email messages and CVS software such as Git and 
Confluence. 
 
Jaccheri and Osterlie (2007) ascertains a long surging interest from a number of higher learning institutions and 
schools that have considered including and making mandatory participation in activities from forums or other FLOSS 
environments as a part of their coursework practices in Software Engineering Courses in order to provide a near-real 
life projects experience. Concurrently, attempts for endeavors evaluating the effectiveness of this approach are also 
taking shape and mostly converging towards a positive review. 
 
In our previous study (Mukala et al. 2015) we discussed the importance of the leaning that happens in these FLOSS 
environments and how learning in a software development environment happens in a set number of steps following a 
framework organized in phases. These phases include Initiation, Progression and Maturation. Several activities are 
executed in each of these phases by learning participants (Novice and Expert) for knowledge exchange and acquisition. 
A Novice participant typically is looking for knowledge and advice in a particular topic or concept while an Expert, 
on the other side, provides the knowledge.  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Learning stages and participants’ learning progression in OSS communities 

 
In this paper, we extend our contribution from our previous work focused on semantic search (Mukala et al., 2015) to 
include Natural Language processing techniques (NLP) for message curation and event logs construction. Just like in 
our previous work, we focus on the Initiation phase. During this phase, participants in Free/Libre and Open Source 
Software (FLOSS) engage with projects by reviewing and communicating, aiming to comprehend contents without 
making tangible contributions. The initiation stage is pivotal as participants access project repositories, exchange 
emails, and post messages to seek information or make requests. In Figure 1, we illustrate the transition of participants' 
activities from basic utilization to posting and making substantial contributions through commits during the practicing 
and developing phases. 
 
In the initial paper, we presented an approach for mining the learning phases from these FLOSS development data 
sourced from the Openstack environment (OpenStack 2024). We consider the same data source for purpose of 
consistency in depicting differences, or/and improvements of our approach. Typical FLOSS repositories include 
archives from to CVS,bug reports, mailing archives and internet relay chats which all contain traces of learning 
activities. We previously stated that these FLOSS environments include specifically discussion forums and or emailing 
lists to which interested participants subscribe in order to follow a topic progression or to track progress in a feature 
they are interested in. Much of these discussions result in no substantial development work but are a part of the 
discussion for learning as they involve both Novice-Participants and Expert-Participants. Owing to their opensource 
and unregulated nature, these environments create a democratized space for learning and contributing.  
 
Mukala (2015) extensively documented the literature pertaining to these environments, the different approaches and 
contributions of the landscape for knowledge generation and learning occurrences. A particular contribution has been 
the use of Process Mining as a way to explore, analyze and visualize the learning patterns from these environments as 
Learning Processes. Hence, our previous work (Mukala et al., 2014; Mukala et al., 2016; Mukala et al., 2017; Mukala 
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2025) has been largely focused on studying the learning activities derived from the FLOSS repositories using process 
mining techniques. Specifically, our previous work contributed in the learning of learning activities by visualizing and 
tracing the connections and flow of the learning activities as documented in the various FLOSS repositories or 
environments. 
 
In this paper we present an approach considering the use of Machine Learning to learn and then infer the type of 
activity derived from Mailing Archives messages as they pertain to the Initiation Phase of the learning process. The 
type of machine learning used is a pretrained neural network called BERT which has been retrained on phased and 
activity tagged data from the Openstack FLOSS environment. Our distinct contribution in this paper is the use of 
Natural language processing to tag and to learn, predict with accuracy the learning activities of the Initiation Phase as 
they can be detected from exchanged messages, create the process models of learning activities.  
 
The subsequent sections of the paper are organized as follows: Section 2 provides initial information on learning 
processes considerations (preliminaries) and log construction, offering a concise depiction of the Initiation Phase in 
the learning process. Section 3 delves into data collection and analysis, followed by the presentation of empirical 
results. Finally, Section 4 serves as the conclusion of the paper. 
 
2. Preliminaries on Identifying Learning Activities in Mailing Archives   
In order to identify activities and construct the event logs (required input for process mining) needed for our analysis, 
we undertake a number of tasks. The first task is analyzing the contents of emails. Text mining appears to be the most 
direct solution for this task as we need to analyze the contents of a post/email and deduct a corresponding activity. 
While we made use of Semantic Search in our initial endeavor (Mukala et al., 2025), the direction of this paper is on 
adopting NLP. Tracing learning activities requires semantic interpretation of email contents and this cannot be 
achieved by using any of these classical text mining tools, of which most are rule-based. 
 
As outlined in our previous research findings and papers, this methodology relies on the utilization of specific key 
phrases for tagging and drawing inferences. Our selection of key phrases is grounded in various studies conducted 
within the Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) domain, focusing on the types of questions and answers 
prevalent in FLOSS communication environments. Starting from this categorization, encompassing both question and 
response categories, we derive a set of key phrases. We try to incorporate all identified key phrases and expressions 
in the context of identifying learning activities and establishing the learning process across its three phases. It's 
important to note that in this paper, we specifically present the details of the first phase. 
 
The creation of the initial event logs primarily relies on the utilization of a formal model depicting learning activities 
within Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) communities. Additionally, lexical semantics plays a crucial 
role in compiling a list of key phrases relevant to our objectives. Lexical semantics involves exploring synonyms, 
homonyms, and the contextual meaning of words. Therefore, incorporating semantic search becomes essential, 
ensuring a comprehensive understanding of message contents in the identification of activities. Figure 2 illustrates a 
catalog that categorizes key phrases semantically, facilitating the identification of activities based on participants' roles 
in the Initiation Phase of the learning process. 
  
The primary activities in this phase revolve around observation and establishing contacts to initiate the learning 
process. Ideally, this stage provides an opportunity for Novices to pose questions and seek assistance based on specific 
requests, with Experts intervening to respond to such inquiries. On one hand, Novices seeking help can engage in 
various activities, including Formulating Questions, Identifying Experts, Posting Questions, Commenting Posts or 
Messages, Contacting Experts, and Sending Detailed Requests. On the other hand, the main activities undertaken by 
Experts during the same period include Reading Messages on mailing lists or chat messages, Reviewing Posts from 
forums, Examining Source Code as participants commit code to the project, as well as Commenting Posts, Contacting 
Novices, and Commenting Posts. 
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Figure 2. Catalog of key phrases for initiation phase 
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3. Data Collection and Analysis 
Our data source is Openstack (OpenStack 2024). Just like with our initial work (Mukala et al. 2015), we considered 
the same environment for consistency and its fit-for-purpose aspect as we would like to look at differences that the 
previous approach and the one utilized in this paper have. OpenStack is a cloud computing platform that is both free 
and open-source. It is commonly utilized by users as an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) solution. This technology 
encompasses a collection of interconnected projects designed to oversee pools of processing, storage, and networking 
resources within a data center. Users have the ability to administer these resources via a web-based dashboard, 
command-line tools, or a RESTful API. OpenStack is released under the terms of the Apache License. 
 
The resulting dataset procured from the Mailing List of Openstack contains a total of 36,204 emails from Nov 2018 
to Dec 2023. The emails comprise of headers for each message sent. These headers are, from, to, date, subject, content, 
and Multipart. 
  
The Content is our desired part of the dataset along with its date and time header as it allows us to create a timeline 
for our events log. 
 
Our initial dataset cleaning process involved utilizing the BeautifulSoup library in Python for structural data 
manipulation. Given that the dataset messages contained a significant amount of HTML code and tags, we opted for 
this method to extract text from the HTML. Following this, we systematically removed all non-text symbols and 
remaining tags using regex formatting for identification and elimination. 
 
Subsequently, we established a tabular data structure to manage and manipulate our dataset. The chosen structure for 
this purpose was the Pandas DataFrame, known for its table-like format and flexibility in manipulation. We then 
compiled a list of activities based on the catalog outlined in Figure 3, which had been previously employed in our 
earlier works. This catalog of keywords served as the guideline for activity identification, specifying the activity types 
for each participating resource, namely Expert and Novice. 
 
To achieve this, we employed a set of activity keywords corresponding to each non-derived activity set, encompassing 
phrases relevant to each activity. These keywords play a pivotal role in assisting us in determining and deriving the 
activity type within the dataset. The identified activities were further categorized based on the participant types. These 
subsets of activities are subsequently utilized in Algorithm 3 of our work, wherein we delineate the steps necessary to 
assign an activity tag to each of these messages. 
 
The primary innovation in this research lies in the application of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to 
extract activities from a learned corpus, diverging from the Semantic Search method employed in the previous paper 
(Mukala et al. 2015). In pursuit of this goal, we opted for the Top2Vec algorithm, leveraging NLP models like BERT 
(Tenney et al. 2019), Doc2Vec from Gensim (Haider et al. 2020), and the Universal Sentence Encoder for NLP tasks. 
Specifically, our model of choice for this project was the Universal Sentence Encoder, selected for its accessibility of 
resources. 
 
We retrained the model using our preprocessed dataset to discern embedded topics and generate embeddings and word 
vectors. These document embeddings were then employed to construct density maps, ultimately facilitating the 
identification of the closest words that closely match a given document. The selection of the Top2Vec algorithm was 
informed by several pertinent considerations. Notably, the algorithm operates without necessitating a predefined list 
of stop words and lemmatizations, tasks that are fundamental yet intricate in NLP studies. Additionally, it effectively 
generates topics from a corpus and furnishes search functions that prove highly valuable. These factors collectively 
influenced our decision to adopt this algorithm. While we acknowledge the existence of potentially superior algorithms 
that could yield better results, we emphasize that their application in generating event logs has not been demonstrated 
in prior works (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Algorithm 1: Main Construct Activity Dataframe 
 

Algorithm 1: Main Construct Activity Dataframe 
 Input: Activity_Name, dataFrame_Result_Collector 
 Output: dataFrame with Event Log  
 # Create Activity list  

ActivityList  listOfActivityNames 
 
# Create Searching Keywords Lists 
ActivityTypeKeywordList  List Of  Keywords from given table 
 
# Create Activity Dictionary 
AcitivityDict  {Activity: Activity_keywords} 
 
ParticipantActivityDictionary = { participant: ActivityList } 
# Ex. activity_participant = {'novice':novice_activity} 
 

1 # Create Model 
Model Top2Vec(content,embedding_model,vocab.connector_words) 
 

2 # Find the documents and ID for Activity  
For Phrase IN Activity_Dict[Activity_name] do 
 

3  Documents,  
document_score,  
document_ID   Model.SEARCH_BY_KEYWORDS(Phrase) 
 

4 end 
5 For Each Document, Document_Score, Document_ID do  
6  dataFrame_INTERNAL  create_DataFrame() 

dataFrame  set_dataFrame_activity( dataFrame, Document_ID, 
Activity_name)  
dataFrame_INTERNAL  create_activity (dataFrame, Document_ID )  
dataFrame_RESULT_COLLECTOR.append ( dataFrame_ _INTERNAL) 
 

7 end 
  
  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Python Code Snippet for model creation 
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Table 2. Algorithm 2: Construct Participant Column 
 

Algorithm 2: Construct Participant Column 
 Input: Participant, ParticipantActivityDictionary, dataFrame_RESULT_COLLECTOR, 

Activity_Name 
 Output: dataFrame with Event Log And Participant Column  
 
1 For Row, Index IN dataFrame_RESULT_COLLECTOR do 
2  For Activity IN ParticipantActivityDictionary[Participant] do 

 
3  IF  dataFrame_RESULT_COLLECTOR.[Index, Activity] == Activity_Name do 
4   dataFrame_RESULT_COLLECTOR[Index, ParticipantColumn] = 

Participant 
 

5  end 
6  end 

 
 
Subsequently (Table 2 and Table 3), we conducted a search for every phrase linked to each activity. To illustrate, for 
the initial activity "IdentifyExpert," we employed all the phrases associated with this particular activity to query our 
embedded documents. The resulting documents and their corresponding indexes were then utilized to tag and correlate 
the specified activity with the respective emails. For organizational purposes, the activities and their tags were stored 
in distinct Dataframes for each discovered document. These individual Dataframes were later compiled and saved 
separately, capturing the indexes and activities for all non-derived activities listed in our activity catalog (Figure 4) 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Python Code Activity Generation 
 
 
Following these procedures, we achieved the capability to generate event logs encompassing the entire mailing 
archive. Our definition of an event log comprises a sextuple arranged in the following order: (serial number, Date, 
Message-ID, Case-ID, Activity, Participant).  
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 Table 3. Algorithm 3: Derive Activity based on Rules 
 

Algorithm 3: Derive Activity based on Rules 
 Input:  dataFrame, Index 
 Output: DataFrame with Activity Column Set to Activities Derived  

1 # Create two new dataframes 
dataFrame_NEW,  dataFrame_APPENDED  CreateNewDataFrame() 

2 dataFrame_NEW  dataFrame[Date, Message-ID] 
3 dataFrame_NEW[Case-ID]  dataFrame[Message-ID] + Index 
  
4 For Each Activity With Keyword do 
  
5  # Check if this Activity Column is Set at Index  

 
IF dataFrame(Index, Activity) == True do 

6  # Set Derived Activty Column in dataFrame  
dataFrame[ Index , Derived_activity ] = True 
 
# At this index set the activity name as below 
dataFrame_NEW   set_dataFrame_activity(dataFrame_NEW, index, 
Activity) 
dataFrame_appened  copy_dataFrame(dataFrame_new) 
 
 
# At this index set derived activity 
dataFrame_NEW   set_dataFrame_activity(dataFrame_NEW, index, 
DERIVED_Activity) 
 
dataFrame_appened   copy_dataFrame(dataFrame_new) 
 
 
 
 

7  end 
8  end 
  

 
 
The resulting event log adheres to the required format for analysis and visualization using Disco (Günther and Rozinat 
2012). Leveraging Disco, we crafted Process Models that illustrate the occurrence of learning activities as documented 
by their corresponding email messages. 
 
Disco facilitates the representation of models through a graphical workflow and provides enriched statistical 
information for in-depth analysis. It allows for a process model to be portrayed with frequency metrics elucidating the 
flow of event occurrence. The primary aim of these frequency metrics is to showcase how often specific parts of the 
processes have been executed, encompassing absolute frequency, case frequency, and maximum repetitions. 
 
These metrics are employed to model learning activities executed by both Novices and Experts. While additional 
numerical measures like events over time, active cases during the specified period, case variants, the number of events 
per case, and case duration can be plotted as necessary, for the sake of simplicity and efficiency, we choose to represent 
only key statistical details. These details are deemed most representative of the presence, impact, and occurrence of 
learning activities in FLOSS over the selected period.  
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4. Results and Discussion 
4.1 Process Models from NLP 
In presenting our findings, it's essential to outline the structural aspects of our results. The email archives utilized in 
our investigation span from November 18, 2018, to December 27, 2023. These emails originate from the OpenStack 
Discuss mailing archives, serving as a platform dedicated to both discussion and the ongoing development of the 
OpenStack software, providing valuable insights into its recent evolution. 
 
Figures 5 through 7 visually illustrate as Process Models the events documented in these emails, with each event 
represented by blocks. The coloration of these blocks signifies the relative frequency of the corresponding events. In 
total, our experimental efforts generated 49,423 events. The cases, totaling 4,252, each encompass multiple events. 
 
Breaking down the total events, it's noteworthy that Novice activities slightly surpass Expert activities, constituting 
52.3% or 25,834 events of the overall total. 

 
 

Figure 5. Process Model for Novice–Per frequency [Initiation Phase] in Mailing Lists of OpenStack 
 

These process models illustrate a sequential arrangement or list of activities initiated by a resource, typically an 
individual involved in a case. In this context, a case serves as an index for an event log, with resources contributing 
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activities to it. The process models, as depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6, represent the Novice and Expert participants, 
respectively. 
 
A discernible pattern of steps associated with each resource becomes evident from these logs. The Novice participant 
initiates the process by creating and formulating a question. A key subsequent event for Novices involves posing a 
question aimed at identifying an expert in the relevant topic. Following the posting of the message on the mailing list, 
Novices either engage in reading the messages within the thread or receive feedback from the Expert, as depicted in 
Figure 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Process Model for Expert–Per frequency [Initiation Phase] in Mailing Lists of OpenStack 
 
Our generated event logs show a typical sequential pattern for the Expert as well. As depicted in Figure 6, the Expert 
initiates the process by Sending Feedback on the Post. Subsequently, they either establish direct contact with the 
Novice or provide detailed Comments on the post. It's important to note that the act of sending feedback doesn't 
necessarily imply the posting of a comment; rather, feedback can take the form of instructional phrases commonly 
used. In contrast, a comment engages in comprehensive discussion and communication. 
 
These events occur repeatedly, forming a loop of discussion and learning, which is of particular interest to us. In an 
empirical manner, these events illustrate the sequence of activities within a learning process in the context of software 
development. It's worth noting that an Expert can, at times, also function as a seeker of knowledge, such as when 
seeking information from other Experts in a topic outside their specialty, thereby assuming the role of a Novice.  
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4.2 Process Models from NLP vs Process Models from Semantic Search (Mukala et al. 2015) 
 
 
Examining Figure 7 and Figure 8 below, the positive outcome is that employing both approaches on the same dataset 
enabled us to discern learning activities from participants during the Learning phase under consideration. The notable 
distinction lies in both the frequency of activity occurrences and the presence of distinct clusters showcasing patterns 
of activities. 
 
Primarily, a significant difference is observed compared to our previous work, where our model illustrated patterns 
with two initiating branches: one stemming from "FormulateQuestion" and another from "CommentPost." Although 
the subsequent activities may not vary significantly, the key observation is the existence of potential clusters of users 
in the dataset exhibiting two distinct sets of behaviors. It can be inferred that, through Semantic search, the 
visualization of learning patterns is neither deterministic nor static. Instead, these patterns occur in various sequences, 
as demonstrated by the different activities we identify. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Process Model for Novice–Per frequency 
[Initiation Phase] in Mailing Lists of OpenStack using 
Semantic Search (Mukala et al. 2015) 

 
Figure 8. Process Model for Novice–Per frequency 
[Initiation Phase] in Mailing Lists of OpenStack using 
NLP 
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In contrast, utilizing Natural Language Processing (NLP) yields a significantly enhanced and coherent pattern of 
learning that seems to encapsulate the entire dataset. A singular starting point emerges, portraying behaviors indicative 
of a generalized sense of learning for participants engaged in these learning types. Building upon our prior work 
(Mukala 2015), we emphasized the importance of considering the expected maturation level in a learning process. 
Certain activities prevail in the initial stages, reflecting the level of competency, and as knowledge accumulates, 
participants demonstrate a steady progression in their learning journey. 
 
The use of NLP provides an additional advantage in terms of accuracy and near-precise detection of this trend, 
allowing for graphical representation to validate our initial observations. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Process Model for Expert–Per frequency 
[Initiation Phase] in Mailing Lists of OpenStack using 
Semantic Search (Mukala et al. 2015) 

 
Figure 10. Process Model for Expert–Per frequency 
[Initiation Phase] in Mailing Lists of OpenStack using 
NLP) 

 
 
A parallel observation arises when considering the learning behavior of the Expert, identified by both Semantic Search 
and NLP, as depicted in Figures 9 and 10. Accurately identifying these activities at this stage of the learning process 
is easily achievable using both approaches. While the sequence of activities is largely maintained, it becomes apparent 
that NLP provides a more robust and generic categorization of learning events compared to Semantic Search, which 
tends to encompass multiple clusters, as observed with Novices. 
 
It is undeniable that both approaches offer possibilities for text mining to derive learning activities, but NLP seems to 
present a more accurate and comprehensive representation of learning processes, as depicted in the theoretical 
formalizations. 
 
5. Conclusion  
This paper, along with our previous ones, collectively emphasizes that Free Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) 
environments appear to offer valuable learning opportunities for participants. While literature supports this notion, 
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there has been limited empirical work in this domain. Existing studies have predominantly relied on content data 
gathered through surveys, questionnaires, or reports from community observers with a defined period of involvement. 
Research indicates a growing number of participants actively engaging in these platforms through discussions and 
email exchanges, generating substantial volumes of data that inherently contain evidence of learning. 
 
Since learning activities are not directly observable in the repositories, we expanded upon our prior work on semantic 
search by integrating the advantages offered by Artificial Intelligence (AI) through Natural Language Processing 
(NLP). This integration aims not only to confirm the existence of such activities (learning patterns) in these 
environments but also to empirically substantiate their presence through text mining. 
  
By employing a blend of Natural Language Processing models, key phrases, and a set of rules, our approach has not 
only reiterated but expanded upon our prior findings, shedding further light on how to uncover traces of interaction 
and learning activities in Free Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) email messages. The feasibility of tracing these 
activities has been established, with process mining emerging as a catalytic tool for identifying such activities within 
FLOSS. Our work contributes by offering empirical evidence regarding the existence of learning processes in FLOSS 
environments, as demonstrated through the analysis of OpenStack Mailing Archives. 
 
This paper underscores that, through the integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing 
(NLP), we can attain results that are notably more accurate and closely aligned with the formalism of learning patterns 
found in the existing literature. Our intention is to extend this research by applying the same approach to the next two 
phases of the learning process and potentially expanding it to other FLOSS environments. This expansion aims to 
uncover main patterns while also identifying potential differences, thereby enhancing our understanding of these 
patterns and providing a robust foundation for knowledge generation. Such insights can significantly contribute to 
shaping policies surrounding the adoption of participation in FLOSS projects, offering a viable alternative for 
imparting practical skills to computer science and programming students. 
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